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Reinitialize = TRUE
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RX machine Cont.)

• Update selected ::= if the received PDU actor information {Port Number, Port
Priority, SystemID, System priority, Key and Aggregate
flag} are not equal to the partner information then
selected=FALSE.  Else don’t change selected.

• Update default selected ::= if the management set default actor information {Port
Number, Port Priority, SystemID, System priority, Key
and Aggregate flag} are not equal to the partner
information then selected=FALSE. Else don’t change
selected.

• Choose matched ::= IF the received PDU partner information {Port Number,
Port Priority, SystemID, System priority, Key and
Aggregate flag} are equal to the actors operational
information then matched = TRUE;
ELSE if the received PDU actor Aggregation flag is set to
Individual then matched = TRUE.
ELSE matched = FALSE.

• Update NTT ::= if the received PDU partner information {Port Number,
Port Priority, SystemID, System priority, Key and
Aggregate flag} are not equal to the actors operational
information then NTT = TRUE.  Else don’t change NTT.



Periodic Transmission

FAST_PERIODIC

Start periodic_timer = short

NTT = TRUE

Start periodic_timer = long

NTT = TRUE

SLOW_PERIODIC

Stop periodic_timer

NO_PERIODIC

Partner Slow
Partner Slow

Partner Fast

periodic_timer 

timeout

periodic_timer

timeout

Partner Fast

Reinitialize = TRUE

ACTOR and
PARTNER are

PASSIVE



Selection Machine

ATTACHINGDETACHED

DETACHING

selected=TRUE

OR
selected=STANDBY

Mux_state = attached

ATTACHED

READY

Start wait_while_timer

selected = FALSE
OR selected = STANDBY

mux_request = attach,
record_current_partner

mux_request = detach

mux_state = detached

All_ready = TRUE *

port_disabled = FALSE

Reinitialize = TRUE

selected=FALSE


